
Jeffrey
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Jeffrey

Jeffrey is one Adjective guy! He is a Noun of many talents. He loves to Verb - Base Form

and is a master of making Adjective eggs. He carefully cracks the eggs, using half whole eggs and half

egg whites to make his special mix. The top secret ingredient is the Noun ! He takes one to two pieces

of american same noun breaking them into Adjective pieces into the mixed eggs before putting

the eggs into the frying Noun . He carefully mixes the eggs until they are Adjective and we

enjoy a Adjective Noun ! Sometimes, we even have his famous eggs for meal name , what

we call Proper Noun !

It is obvious that Jeffrey likes to Verb - Base Form . He is able to read Location ! We find him in the

Location , laying in the rows of books, reading one from the shelf like he was at the Location . We

find him reading books at the Location , finding a quiet space to learn more a particular subject. He reads

while at the doctors Noun , the Noun , in the Noun , and at the Noun ! He can

block out everything around him if he is interested enough in what he is reading. In fact, he can block out

everything around him even if he is reading a simple baby board book found in the bin at the doctors office with

ripped and missing pages! He just loves to see what it is about, no matter how easy or hard the Noun

may be!
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